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of the General Meeting held at Box Hill Community Arts
Centre on Saturday February 4 2018 at 1.15pm.
PRESENT
Twenty six members present, four apologies, as listed
in attendance book. Thank you to Laraine Peters for
recording today’s minutes and to our helping Hands, Jo
Peake and Chris Smith.
CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES
That the minutes of the General meeting held on
December 7 2017 be confirmed. Moved: Tricia,
seconded Jo Peake. Carried
MATTERS ARISING FROM THE PREVIOUS MEETING
Hazards identification: Materials Safety Data
Sheets (MSDS) are filed with the attendance
book in the perspex holder in the meeting room.
Community Directory, City of Whitehorse
website: rewording as discussed will reflect
our activities, e.g. handmade books, creating
prints and other artworks, and add our website
access. Judith is organising the changes.
BHCAC Regular Hirers’ Forum 11th
December: Judith attended, noted concerns
re accessing meeting room on time.
Pricing items for the Grampians stall: A4 packs available
include pk 10 sheets pulp paper $10, pk 5 sheets fibre
paper $10, pk 10 sheets silk paper $5. Thank you to
members who contributed paper and assisted with
packing. Please contact Barb with any offers to help
make, or pack, papers.
CORRESPONDENCE:
The Whitehorse City Council support grant for meeting
room hire has been approved for 2018. It was decided
not to apply for support for any projects through the
Whitehorse City Council Community Services Grant.
BHCAC confirmed that our venue for this meeting and
the June meeting has been upgraded to our preferred
choice of a Drycraft studio.
Materials Officer
Antje Bauer – (03) 9876 3305

Stables Co-ordinator
Andrew Prince (03) 9457 1826
Mobile: 0400 866 194 patient.
tortoise@gmail.com
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Collage Pack Co-ordinator
Ursula Simmons
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Tricia Alexander

Trading Table
Jan Jorgensen

Papermakers of Victoria is
supported by The City of
Whitehorse and the Box Hill
Community Arts Centre.

TREASURER’S REPORT:
BALANCES AS AT THE 31.1.18
General Account: $18,340.39
Exhibition Account: $1278.09
Workshop Account: $ 2280. 03
That the financial account be received, payments
for Dec/Jan be approved and known commitments
for Feb/March authorised. Moved: Robyn Seconded
Jenny Mockett. Carried
MEMBERSHIP:
Current membership is now 60. Welcome to new
members Morgan Jones, who was welcomed
personally at the meeting, Anne Newton and
returning member Kathy Salter.
WORKSHOPS AND DEMONSTRATIONS:
POV’S first 4 workshops for 2018 are on our website
for registrations – intending participants are advised
to register and pay promptly to secure a place. The
first workshop, Creative Monoprinting with Stencils,
is already full, with 3 people on a wait list. Please
contact our workshop coordinator, Gail Stiffe, if you
wish to be added to the wait list – a second workshop
may be considered. Workshops with interstate
flight costs involved usually require 10 participants.
Play Days: the January play was attended by 9 people
who had a most productive day making paper.
Suggested activities for future play days include
more paper making days with a new activity added
each time. These new activities could include eco
dyeing, marbling and the boiling up of fibre.
The
Jamieson weekend event last November went
particularly well and it was proposed that there
might be a similar weekend arranged for the autumn
of 2019.
PUBLIC RELATIONS, WEB, NEWSLETTER:
Website: Acknowledgement of support
by Whitehorse and Darebin councils is
acknowledged in The Deckle Edge, will be
added to the website. Gail will email the
logo to Angela. Angela’s prompt updates for
meeting changes and advice are appreciated.
Deckle Edge: It was suggested an article be written
on a suitable ANZAC topic for the next issue.
Publicity: Ruth has prepared and distributed flyers
for our fist 4 workshops of 2018. These have also
been sent to all members so we can assist with
advertising them widely.
REPORTS:
Book of Journeys: Participants need to email
details of their book pages to Sandy Ward by
the 1st March, using the format Sandy sent
them. A copy of the completed book, with other
archived books being selected by Helen, will
be available for perusal at future meetings.
Library: Borrowing books from the trolley is
working well. It is difficult to access books in our
library cupboard when Drycraft West is occupied.
Minutes continued page 4

A PENCHANT
FOR PAPER
It’s interesting to reflect
on the way Papermakers’
small groups contribute to
the whole, initiating and
supporting our activities,
keeping us viable as an
association. A quick scan
of the members with
committee or coordinating
roles reveals that most are
also actively involved in
Papermates or Yabbers. Both groups have provided extra
opportunities for our members to explore ideas, materials
and techniques in a friendly environment, augmenting
workshop and General meeting activities, for many years.
It was hoped Sunday Play Days would fill a similar role for
members unable to meet during the week.

When we proposed a 2018 limited edition book the
positive response was outstanding. POV members
suggested some great ideas we’ve saved for another time
and, once The Book of Journeys was voted the winner and
the format accepted, Yabbers started coordinating the
project. Schedules were sent to all members, inviting them
to contribute pages to the limited edition: over a third
accepted. It has been fascinating to note the thoughtful
ways PoV members interact with, and support, each other,
despite our many responsibilities.
At the time of writing, many of the participants have
finished their pages for Book of Journeys. Yabbers have
just spent a long day refining and clarifying layouts of
the final book and instructions for sewing, followed
by couching over a hundred sheets of paper for the
colophon and other information. During March tapes
and threads are being matched, inserts for the book
printed, packages for participants collated. Thank you to
all the PoV members who have assisted with the project,
sourcing and collecting materials, discussing ideas and
creating their pages for the Book of Journeys. The time
contribution involved must add up to thousands of hours
across the group. Time well spent!

Yabbers have also been completing a Language project to
be shared at the April meeting. We anticipate interesting
feedback about activities for Papermates’ project for
2018, ‘Leaf, Seed and Pod’, over the coming months.
We are still on target for participants to receive their
collated packages in April, at the meeting or in the post,
so we can enjoy a wonderful display of finished books in
June.
Best wishes to all,

Tricia McGaughey
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WELCOME TO NEW
MEMBERS
Morgan Jones
Ann Newton

Heather Runting
Minutes Continued
Stables Studio: Carol emphasised that members
need to be accompanied by an experienced member
if using major pieces of equipment. All electrical
items at the Studio need to be tested and tagged by
Darebin, so only items POV supplies may be used.
Graeme, who fixes old machinery at Bundoora,
will harness horses and plough to sow a crop near
the Stables on the 17th/18th March, planning to
harvest it when ready. People can support this
venture by advertising and attending the event.
Papermates: Six members attended at the stables
for papermaking. Barb produced paper for the
packs. The theme for 2018 is “Leaf, Seed and Pod”.
Yabbers: In January the focus was on completing our
Language box presentations and fine-tuning details
for collating and finishing the Book of Journeys.
Thank you: to Alan Loney for his donation of linen
sheeting to POV. Ideas for using this, possibly as a
shared activity, will be considered.
MEETING CLOSED: 2.27pm

NEXT MEETING:
Saturday April 7 2018 in Drycraft East, Box Hill
Community Arts Centre. Committee 10am; Room open
12 noon for lunch, Trading Table, Library borrowing;
General Meeting starts 1pm.

MEETING ACTIVITY
– DIAGONAL FOLD
POCKETBOOK

Members who participated in this exercise hadn’t
bargained for the mental challenge needed to complete
Hedi Kyle’s neat Diagonal Folded pocketbook.
Papermates included it at one of their meetings last
year and finding it such a satisfying exercise, suggested
it as the activity for the first meeting of 2018. Jo Peake
studiously guided us through the intricate stages of
folding and, an hour and a half later, all were pleased to
show the collection of finished books.
The instructions for this pocketbook are below with
some pictures to show some of the complicated folds.
Don’t be discouraged with too many creases in your
first efforts. Practice makes perfect with satisfying
results. Many thanks to Jo for planning this mindexercising activity for us.
Diagonal Fold Pocketbook (Hedi Kyle)

Materials:
For the folder – text weight paper (wrapping paper,
paste paper) 12ins. x 20ins.
For signatures – 3 – 6 sheets of paper 5 1/2 ins. x 8ins.,
folded in half.
Steel ruler, pencil, bonefolder, awl, needle, thread.

Step 1 The Folder
Lay the 12 x 20ins paper face down in landscape.
Measure and mark the centre of the 12ins. sides of the
paper. Fold the bottom edge up to the middle mark and
crease. Likewise, the top edge down to the middle mark.

Figure 1

2019 POV EXHIBITION

Galleries for an exhibition in 2019 are being
suggested and considered currently.

A new committee to continue the planning process
for the 2019 exhibition is needed.
If you are willing to assist, either as the Exhibition
Coordinator or on the committee, please advise
our Vice-President, Judith Lawler. Email glawler@
bigpond.net.au or phone (03) 95923784.
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Turn the paper to vertical.

Keeping it vertical, unfold the paper, and make a mark
8” up from the bottom. Fold the bottom edge to the 8”
mark (#1 fold) and crease. Measure another 4” from
the 8” mark. Reverse fold (mountain) and crease at the
8” mark (#2 fold). Bring #2 fold up to the 4” mark (#3
fold) and crease. (Fig.2)
Keeping the paper folded, fold the bottom corners to
the side vertical creases. Fold the side panels over and
you will see you have your first diagonal fold. Fold the
corners of the second diagonal fold under and in to the
horizontal crease. This completes the first part of the
book. (Fig.3)

Figure 2

Figure 4

Figure 5

Figure 3

Step 2 The flap at the other end to close the book.
Fold each corner to the centre vertical crease. Then fold
those corners back to their diagonal folds. (Fig.4)
With a bonefolder score along the edge of the last fold.
(Fig.5)

Figure 6
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Slip the two ‘tabs’ in together to close at the vertical
centre (Fig.7). Tuck the bottom point under and into the
inside of the base of the triangular point. (Fig.8).

Figure 7

Step 3 Sewing in the signatures
Start by piercing three holes, about 1ins. apart, into
the signatures. Align the signatures on the inside of the
folder and pierce holes through the folder. Use a simple
pamphlet stitch and waxed thread to sew in the pages.
Fired with your success of your pocketbook, you
may like to make two smaller versions using these
measurements:Folder: 9ins x 15ins. First fold at 6ins and then 3ins.
Miniature folder: 6ins x 10ins. First fold at 4ins and
then 2ins.

Dorothy Simpson

Figure 8

Valley fold along the score line. Holding down the side
panel, unfold the last two folds of the triangle and with a
bonefolder or your finger, flatten the triangle along the
score line. You should have a flat triangle with a small
triangular ‘tab’ jutting out at the side. (fig.6)
Repeat on the other corner.
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OUT AND ABOUT - SLV
A visit to the State Library can be the highpoint for a
day in town. There is always an exhibition worth taking
in for an hour or two. Inspired by the’ Two Libraries in
One Day’ article by Barb Adams and Jenny Longley in
the Nov/Dec 2017 Deckle Edge, Gail Stiffe arranged a
special visit to the State Library Archives for Yabbers’
last meeting for 2017. We have some well-known paper
artists amongst us who exhibit regularly at local and
interstate galleries as well as internationally. Some of
their works are in the State Library Archives.

Gail Stiffe

Sandy Webster

After exchanging Christmas cards over a cup of coffee
in the cafe, and in great anticipation, we made our way
to the Archives floor to spend the allotted hour viewing
and handling a few of the beautiful artists books by
Dineke McClean, Gail Stiffe and Sandy Webster which
had been laid out for us by special request. There
were also two books of superb handmade papers by
Katherine Nix and a book design by Dianne Fogwell.
Made with various plant fibres and dyes, the textures
and shades of colour in these works were breathtaking;
some of the larger books were placed on cushions for
viewing and handling. White gloves were available, but
as paper artists ourselves, we were privileged to be
allowed an actual hands-on experience.

Dineke McLean

An additional bonus was spending another hour and a
half on Level 4 in the Dome Gallery to see the ‘World of
Books’ Exhibition. This wondrous collection of Medieval
manuscripts, sacred texts, botanical illustrations and
the like from the Middle Ages to the present day sends
one’s mind into orbit. Pop-up books amongst the
modern exhibits were masterpieces of engineering
skill as well as artistic talent. But our attention was
drawn especially to the Dorothy Hemel’s ‘Text Vest’,
an exquisite garment made from linen fibre with Lewis
Carroll’s poem ‘Jaberwocky’ printed on the front panels.
This exhibition is on throughout 2018 and is a must-see
for all who love books and paper.
Many thanks to Gail for arranging four whole hours of
pure delight in the Archives and Gallery of the State
Library of Victoria.

AND BY THE WAY
Occasionally, members have queried about which
works are kept in the PoV Archives. Helen McPherson
is currently keeper of the PoV Archives and has in
storage the works of members which have been part
of a collective project e.g. Year Books, paper samples,
or a work which is one of a set in a group collaboration
project. Yabbers and Papermates usually include a work
from their group projects for the Archives.
The Committee is hoping to arrange a showing of some
of the works in the PoV archives at a later meeting in
2018. Be on the lookout for it.

Dorothy Simpson
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THE MAKING OF GEISHA
Talking Paper with Anzara Clark
The beginning of my journey into paper wearable
art was an accidental one. There was never a plan,
or even an intention. But as far as accidents go, it has
turned out to be an extremely happy one. It is said that
‘serendipity’ is the friend of the artist. In my case, it
is the light that brought my skills and inspiration into
alignment and has allowed me to forge my own path
as an artist. Geisha was my first major paper wearable
art piece. She began with the material. In 2013 I was
recovering from some significant eye surgery. I was
stuck in bed, with orders to be quiet and still. I had
black bruising and swelling around my eyes and had
been told not to read or do intense focussing, while the
swelling and bruising went down. Bored doesn’t even
begin to describe how I was feeling.

One of my daughters had been using vintage Japanese
book paper to make origami flowers as gifts for friends.
The flowers were beautiful and the old fine paper gave
them a particularly lovely aesthetic. The paper was fine
but, because of the fibre content, was also strong. I was
musing that there must be more that could be done with
this paper than origami. With my ‘textile hat’ on, I began
cutting and tearing up strips of paper and weaving them
together in small sample squares just to see what would
happen. I experimented with single strips and folded
double layered strips, thin and thick strips; looking for
the optimum combination for strength, flexibility and
aesthetic quality.

width and number of paper strips needed for each
section was required. Measuring done, the next step
involved many hours stitching paper strips together in
predetermined lengths. Stitching done. But what about
a loom? Its times like these that those random items
in the corner of the studio ‘just in case they are useful’
actually become useful. I had some enormous sheets of
cardboard, wide enough to accommodate a wrist-towrist set up. I pinned the shoulder line of the relevant
pieces into the top edge of the cardboard and used pins
in the cardboard to secure and hold strips and sections
as I wove. I wove the back body and sleeves on one side
of the cardboard makeshift loom and the front sleeves
on the other side. Then I stitched the edges together to
hold the weave in place.
The next challenge was connecting the side seams.
Because I can’t resist a challenge, I wanted to weave
the body of the garment in one piece and have no side
seams. I found a way to re-pin the garment on the
cardboard that allowed me to achieve this – although
it was quite tricky. Another opportunity to develop
patience! When the body of the kimono was finished,
I trimmed all the stitched raw edges with a doublelayered band of the same paper.

It was while I was test weaving that the idea of a
kimono from the woven paper strips emerged. This is
a fairly obvious application for a Japanese material, but
the logistics were not so simple. So I reverted to what I
knew - garment construction and pattern development.
A kimono is a fairly simple pattern, but a lot of plotting
and measuring of the kimono dimensions and the

8
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I was really enjoying the process and the result and was
totally immersed in the garment. It was at this point
that my single garment idea, evolved into a character

that needed additional layers and accessories. So from
a woven paper kimono, Geisha was born. I have always
loved the Japanese aesthetic (as well as the food) and
the story of the Geisha as a cultural icon has always
fascinated me, particularly the tension between the
beauty of the cultural icon that represents the most
refined aspects of Japanese culture and the actual
conditions and difficulties that individual Geisha
experienced in their lives. Like many cultural icons and
stories, there are unseen layers and untold stories that
remain hidden.

While a traditional obi is a long piece that is tied into
its form, the stiffness and limits of the paper strength
did not allow for this, so I made the band and bow
separately and pieced them together, keeping the
appearance, but changing the structure.

So now I needed to create an obi, a wig, an under tunic.
There’s nothing quite like making work for yourself!
The under tunic was made from recycled and tea dyed
silk kimono lining. The text on the tunic consists of
phrases that describe the difficulties of life as a Geisha,
taken from the book ‘Memoirs of a Geisha’ by Arthur
Golden.

The next challenge was the wig. It was built on a foam
wig head, using a strong wig net as a base. The shape
of the hairstyle was created with wool fleece scraps
and shredded paper and then covered with strips of
cornhusk, stitched firmly in place and painted black.
Paper was used for all the decorative elements.

Adding this layer made the garment truly wearable
for exhibition purposes and embedded the concept
within the visual aesthetic. Before starting the Obi, I
researched into traditional obi forms and decorative
designs in order to bring as much authenticity as
possible to the work. At this stage I was able to use
the book covers, bringing in colour and utilising their
stiffness to structurally support the obi. The base of the
obi consists of layers of paper reinforced with strips
from the book covers. Over this I stitched a traditional
pattern using twisted paper cords and shiseko thread.
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Finally, I made the mask. While makeup could be used
to present the face for live exhibiting, the face is such
a strong indicator of character and I wanted it to be
consistent. The mask is used to ensure continuity of
facial character regardless of whether the garment is on
a live model or a mannequin. A paper mask base was
layered with the Japanese paper and coated lightly with
shellac. A minimalist representation of geisha makeup
forms the visible side of the mask, while the inside, like
the under tunic, contains text excerpts from ‘Memoirs of
a Geisha’. The mask was an afterthought, but has turned
out to be critical in the visual portrayal of the concept of
the work.

The journey continues as I constantly explore and
experiment with the possibilities of paper, as I
challenge what are believed to be the limitations of the
medium and as I continue to evolve my visual language
and aesthetic. With a textile background, my approach
to paper is to treat it as a textile or fabric. I consider its
possibilities and limitations and experiment to see what
needs to be done to stabilise it as much as possible,
or how far it can be extended. Every type of paper is
different, and each project brings new challenges and
learning. Paper is such a versatile medium for creating
visual poetry with. It is amenable to a range of textile
techniques; and to my interest in layering materials,
processes and meanings and making work where it is
not immediately obvious what the work is made from.
It is always a joy to see people view the work and then
suddenly realise it is made of paper. Suddenly their
assumptions are disrupted, their thinking changes and
they see the world differently.

I worked on Geisha over a four-month period,
experimenting and problem solving as I worked,
learning through mistakes and finding out about the
materials. Possibilities for handling the material arose
as I worked and I recorded those I didn’t use for future
works.

Paper, along with curiosity and patience is now a core
of my textile practice and it was a very happy accident
that led me here.

Anzara Clark
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ENJOYING ‘WASHI’MAKING IN JAPAN
For the past two years my wife Kazuko and I have had
the pleasure to organise groups of 6 paper makers from
Queensland to spend about 10 days in Japan doing
what they love: having an in-depth experience of the
wonderful world of “washi” – Japanese paper. One of
the fascinating things about Japan is that the people
still use traditional products made using traditional
techniques, like washi, in their daily lives. For instance,
most Japanese homes have some shoji screens to
divide rooms, and bags, lanterns, fans, umbrellas and
even clothing are often made of washi. Adults will
still use washi to write formal invitations and New
Years’ cards, not to mention using them as wrapping
paper and in decorative arts, such as Ukiyo-e wood
block prints. Children are still taught to write with ink
on washi paper and they enjoy origami using washi.
Traditional washi making is listed by UNESCO as a craft
of intangible cultural world heritage. Japan is one of the
best places for a paper-lover to visit and experience for
themselves the beauty of washi paper.

After the introduction of western paper, the number of
areas making washi has decreased. Nonetheless, our
Japanese guide book of washi making in Japan lists over
dozens of towns where washi is still made traditionally,
and which have their own distinctive style of washi.
As washi is still a” hand-made” craft it does not lend
itself to mass production. It requires harvesting and
processing the inner bark fibres from three types
of plants that grow naturally in Japan: Kozo (paper
mulberry) which makes tough water-proof washi;
Mitsumata, which makes mellower washi good for
calligraphy and Gampi, which makes smooth and shiny
washi for arts and will last 1,000 years. Washi making
also requires lots of clean cold water and a separating
agent (to keep the sheets of washi from sticking to
each other when they are wet) made from the roots of
the Tororo Aoi plant. Luckily Japan is 70% covered in
lush mountain forests from which flows abundant cold
water.

In 2015 we had just started our business of helping
groups to do their hobbies in Japan, called shumi stay
Japan, (‘shumi’ means hobby), when Sandra Pearce
from Qld Papermakers first contacted us. She was
keen to bring a group to do washi making in Japan and
challenged us to find a suitable place where traditional
washi making could be made in a genuinely artistic and
rustic environment. That led Kazuko and I on a search
around Japan for the best locations. After several visits,
our two favourite ones are on Japan’s fourth largest
island, Shikoku, in the region called Tosa – and the other
in the Echizen region on the Sea of Japan side of the
main island of Honshu. In both places our papermakers
get to use traditional vats and materials for making the
washi. Our visitors always say that the highlight of their
shumi stay is the workshop in the mountains of Tosa.
The workshop and cottage are run by a professional
washi maker and his family and is situated in a steep
mountain valley surrounded by rice terraces and
chestnut orchards. They grow all their own plants, so
you can learn the entire process of washi making and
come home with some genuine sheets of washi. We visit
a washi making factory where the main washi maker
has been making 180 sheets a day for the last 40 years!
We also visit washi museums and shops – off the beaten
track where the variety and prices are much better than
in the cities. And we finish our tours in Kyoto where
you can do all kinds of workshops making things out
of washi. There is no doubt that if you love paper then
you would enjoy a washi shumi stay in Japan and come
home with some great memories and some new papermaking techniques.
Contact me, philingram@shumistayjapan.com.au to find
out more, including what we offer anyone who gets a
group of 6 people together, and visit us on Facebook
and our website: www.shumistayjapan.com.au.

Phil Ingram
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WORKSHOP REPORT

MONOPRINT WITH
STENCILS WITH SANDRA
PEARCE

The plates we used were thin cutting mats ($2 Shop 3
per pack), we rolled oil-based etching ink onto the plate
then placed various items on including objects cut from
copy paper, open weave netting, grasses, leaves and
even powder. Each plate was used for several prints
and some fabulous effects were produced. Here are
some of mine.

One I did in the class, it might have been a second or third run through
of the background and will eventually be part of a book.

What follows is several reports about the workshop
held 24 and 25 March 2018

MONOPRINT WITH
STENCILS WORKSHOP

Nine eager papermakers gathered at Bundoora to learn
about making prints using stencils and found materials.
Everyone in the class produced several beautiful prints.
Sandra was a generous and calm teacher who does
beautiful work. Because the Saturday was inclement
we had the Park open up the wombat room so we were
able to spread out.

I was very pleased with the process and since the
workshop have done several more prints using the
same technique. I booked into the stables the week
after the workshop and ran through a series of pear
prints onto some abaca paper that I had. We were all
quite enthused and another get together at the stables
is planned for next week.

Pears on abaca tipped into an accordion book.

I also did several prints using a pasta machine as the
press. That worked quite well though it was much more
difficult to get the pressure right.

Sandra showing us some of her work.

Monoprints and an acetate etching printed onto abaca and tipped into
a accordion.

Gail Stiffe
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LEAF

NEST

I often find myself overwhelmed in a workshop
situation - “I haven’t brought the right ‘stuff’” - “I’m
never going to get this finished in time” - “my work is
‘orrible”. So this time I decided to keep it simple and
work with just two colours, a couple of leaves and two
small stencils I had cut from manila folder. I did have
a few problems keeping track of components while
moving from one stable to the other, due to the wind,
but was pleased with my prints and looked forward to
continuing at home with my own small press. None of
my prints were spectacular, and I did love the images
from Sandra’s cotton tree leaves, but as there were only
two or three of them to share around I didn’t think I’d
have an opportunity to use one of them. We were just
about to clean up when I saw a cotton tree leaf on the
table. The poor leaf was torn and obviously a little tired
from the two days of various inks being used among the
workshop members. I decided to whip out one more
print, just to give me the shape of the leaf so I could
request a few more from my daughter who lives in
Brisbane. I took one of my previously printed papers
and popped the cotton tree leaf over the top and raced
into the press room. I was so stunned at the print that
rolled out of the press. The leaf carried the story of the
two day workshop in a myriad of colour. My favourite
from the whole weekend!

“Nest” Series depicts a progression of prints to create a
story.

Commencing with an initial, ‘intense’ print, then
subsequent ‘ghost’ prints interplay with inverted
stencils.

Cecilia Sharpley

SETTING UP THE ETCHING
PRESS AT THE STABLES
STUDIO.
When you have followed the instructions on the wall
and the roller is screwed down ready for printing try
the following test.

Place a blank piece of paper on a clean plate under the
blanket and run it through the press. If the embossed
mark of the plate on your paper is even, you are ready
to print.
If it is uneven, make the necessary adjustments.
Thankyou for teaching us this Sandra Pearce.

Barb Adams

By building layer upon layer of slow -drying, oil paint,
subtleties in tones, texture and form become inherant
components within the design.

Christine Smith

PAPER ON SKIN
Burnie Arts Council Competition 2018
Prize Winners will be announced at the Gala Parade
& Award Evening, Friday 15 June, 2018 at Burnie
Regional Art Gallery and selected works exhibited
at the Regional Gallery 22 June – 29 July.
Contact Details for further Information:Burnie Arts Council, Pam Thorne, P.O. Box 306,
Burnie, Tasmania, 7320
email: paperonskin@gmail.com
Mobile: 0429 029 671
THE DECKLE EDGE March/April 2018
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WORKSHOPS 2018
COLOURING PAPER WITH
NATURAL DYES AND CLAY
Tutor Gail Stiffe
20 May 2018
Closing date 10 May 2018
$80 members $90 non members
Materials fee $5 to be paid to the tutor at the class.

Suitable for beginner and experienced papermakers.

of tone and chiaroscuro. There is also an emphasis on
using fine and handmade papers with some tricks of
the trade to make handling plant fibre papers easier
to use in etching. Short cuts to multiple colour prints
will be another area to explore including experiments
with collage techniques through the press like chin de
colle. Intaglio printing is full of exciting techniques with
lots of possibilities that don’t necessarily require much
specialist equipment so this workshop is suitable for
beginners and the more experienced print maker alike.
We will be using turps based inks but will have
odourless turps for clean up so smell is minimal.

In this workshop we will explore ways of colouring
paper with natural dyes and with found pigments. We
will also discuss the ways in which dyes and pigments
differ and how they can be applied to paper and paper
pulp. Materials used for dyeing include avocado skin,
loquat leaves, onion skins and gum leaves.

You will be making paper from cotton pulp that is
coloured with various dyes and will prepare and add
pigment to the pulp. The papermaking method is one in
which small quantities of pulp can be made into sheets
using limited water and equipment.

Powell Cicada Etching
Materials for dyeing

SPECIAL EFFECTS WITH
DRYPOINT ETCHING
Tutor Liz Powell
16 and 17 June 2018
Closing date 1 May 2018
$160 members $180 non-members
Materials Fee $15 to be paid to the tutor at the class.

Experiment with achieving aquatint and mezzotint
effects on dry point etching plates without the
chemicals. We will be using cardboard and acetate
plates in this workshop to push dry point past the
usual line work and cross hatching and into the world
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PAPERMAKING FOR A
PURPOSE 2
Tutor Barb Adams
9 September 2018
Closing date 30 August 2018
$80 members $90 non members
Materials fee $8 to be paid to the tutor at the class.

Handmade paper can vary greatly. For a handmade
paper project to be a success it is helpful to know which
paper you should make. This workshop will concentrate
on making a variety of pulps which will be made into
sample sheets.

You will learn how to make paper suitable for book
pages of different shapes and sizes or pages with
pockets included when you form the wet pages. Recipes
will be provided for pulp making suitable for cards,
strong paper for paper casting, paper into which other
items can be included or paper suitable to print photos
or text onto.
You will take home a book you have made, in which you
can store your specific paper pulp recipes and samples
of your handmade paper.
This class is suitable for beginner or advanced
papermakers.

The finishes covered will be verdigris, graphite,
antiquing, spray dyes and rusting. You will get the
chance to make enough samples for each finish and will
take home recipes for each technique.

SUNDAY MAY 6 PLAY
DAY
TEXTURED PAPER AND
DECORATIVE FINISHES
Tutor Gail Stiffe
Sundays 22 and 28 October
Closing date 11 October
$160 members $180 non members
Materials fee $10 to be paid to tutor in class

We are inviting visitors to Coopers
Settlement to visit us on the Play Day to
make and decorate a piece of paper to take
home (between 11am and 2pm) - free
activity. Our members will still be able to
make and decorate paper as well.

During the first session you will learn how to make
textured paper and to join sheets together in the wet
stage to make a textured scroll or accordion book that
you will treat with a decorative finish of your choice
during the second session
THE DECKLE EDGE March/April 2018
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POV 2018 CALENDAR
APRIL
Wed 25th

MAY
Tues 1st
Tues 1st
Drypoint
Sun 6th
Thurs 10th
w’shop
Mon 14th
Sun 20th
Wed 23rd
JUNE
Sat 2nd

Sat 2nd
Mon 11th
Sat 16-17
Powell
Wed.27th

Yabbers
Deckle Edge Deadline
Enrolments close – Special effects,

Play Day at Stables Studio
Enrolments close – Colouring Paper

Papermates
W,shop – Colouring Paper….. Gail Stiffe
Yabbers
General Meeting BHCAC 1.15 pm
C’tee 10.30am. Open 12.30 pm
Book of Journeys finished
Papermates
W’shop Special Effects Drypoint – Liz

EXHIBITION OPPORTUNITY
AT GEELONG FORUM
The exhibition dates are September 30 - October 6
Geelong Forum has kindly offered Papermakers of
Victoria the use of the Sinclair Gallery and we have
accepted. What a wonderful opportunity this is to
display our paper.
Barb Adams has offered to collect the names of those
interested in exhibiting.
Please email her if you would like to exhibit and she will
send you a form to fill in.
barb@barbadams.com
Barb would also like to know of exhibitors who
can volunteer their help. We already have a skilled
papermaker who is going to hang the exhibition for us
but will need others to help with other tasks.
Please email Barb with offers of help.

Yabbers

Christine Smith

We have these guidelines from the Forum organisers.
“The exhibit must be set up by the first Monday of the
forum, setup can start on the Sunday. The exhibition
must have an opening, to be opened on the Tuesday
night around 7pm after dinner. This is to be arranged by
the exhibitors, but we can provide wine for the opening.
The exhibition must be taken down by Friday lunchtime
to have the space ready for the class displays in
the afternoon. Sales must be arranged through the
exhibitors or organisation exhibiting. Details about
the artwork needs to accessible for people viewing the
work. We do not take any commission.”

Barb Adams

Works from our last exhibition at Mont Delancy by Angela Vetsica and
Tricia McGaughey
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Jenny Longley

